Art Trip

Loading onto a bus at exactly 8:20 a.m. on Friday, Oct. 27, was noisy, tired, grumpy, happy-to-get-out-of-school Jr. and Sr. art students. The big event was the trip to the 17th Annual Northern High School Art Conference held at the University of Wis. in Superior. The long bus ride ended around 10:00 when we all pilled out to be greeted by the U of W student-guides. Within minutes red “Lucky” jackets had scattered across the campus - everyone was off to their seminars. The idea behind the program being to introduce art projects to high schoolers through individual preferences. The choice of activities included sculptures, serigraphy (silkscreening), jewelry and metal-smithing, pottery and ceramics, art history, painting, wood art, drawing, photography, crafts and weaving, and commercial art. At noon we boarded the bus (right Kris, Diana, and Laurie?) and headed for McDonald’s. Then, by a so-called democratic procedure, we voted to go gather driftwood - the other choice was to visit the Duluth Zoo. On Lake Superior’s massive shore the “red jackets” scattered once again as everyone ran for the “perfect hunk.” Even though Mr. Dolny said, “No trees!” some managed to haul fairly large limbs into the bus, with sand in our shoes, and rocks in our pockets, we left for home.

Happy Thanksgiving

Social Problems Trip

When it comes to trips, Mr. Miller’s Social Problem Class and the senior General Business students’ trip to the cities had to be the “trip of all.” The bus of 18 left Luck at 10 o’clock with the first stop being the 3M building. There we saw a short movie on 3M’s products and research, and met Miss 3M ’72. Then we had Rande Giller demonstrate to the rest of us how to spell “Mississippi” (with the aid of a special tape recorder). When we thought we could laugh no more, Mike Dolny bravely stepped to the microphone and attempted to count backwards from 90. More roars of laughter!!! Kathy Kunnenze also gave us a chuckle with her spelling and pronunciation of Ohio and Iowa. The only person capable of talking sanely was Connie Cooper. If you would like to know more about the experiment ask Mr. Miller -- it is too difficult to explain on paper. Before leaving 3M we were treated to free pop and cookies, and were each given a roll of Scotch tape. We went to Sun Ray shopping center to eat and then made a brief stop at Como Zoo. Most of the animals were inside for the winter (and making the most of their close quarters!) When it came time to leave, Kevin Kirk ran the 100 yard dash (in what seemed to be seconds) to catch the bus. The Federal Reserve Bank was our next stop. There we studied the route of a check and then toured the building. We saw a million dollars, a $10,000 dollar bill, counterfeit money, and shredded people cutting, literally, thousands of dollars in half; preparing it to be burned. When some of us waved to the guards sitting in black booths, they would keep their beepers, buzz their buzzers, and rattle their rifle boxes in return. (Our guide didn’t especially care for our friendliness with the supposed invisibly guard). With our tour over, we boarded the bus and stopped at McDonald’s before heading for home.

Father Knows Best

On October 26, a group of drama students departed from the high school. Destination: Amery!! They were going there for their school play entitled, “Father Knows Best.” This comedy was about a head of the household trying to keep his family together, and the results are hilarious. The students left Amery with the memory of every well-put-on play in their minds.

Librarian’s Trip

On Monday, October 23, the Luck Librarians Club took a trip to Stillwater to tour their modular school system and large library. Their library is set up with no talking, and if a student needs help on his work, they have research centers for special studying. If you have no work to do, they have recreation rooms where ping-pong, gymnastics, etc. can be enjoyed. Their modular system is set up with classes that last 20 minutes, which students attend 2 or 3 times a week, and for help on these subjects, they go to the research centers. After the tour, the girls enjoyed a shopping spree, and then returned home around 6:00 p.m.

SFA Walk

Ever get up on a Saturday morning to walk? On October 28, 22 FHA girls did just that. In order to raise money, we had decided in our meetings to get sponsors to donate money for every mile walked by one of the girls. The reason behind it all was to get our books “out of the red.” Since the FHA has adopted Lin Ming-Lee from Taiwan. It costs the club $12 dollars a month...12 months a year. When voted on, we decided not to dump our little 9 year old, but to stick to our pledge. So committees soon went to work; contacting the county police, mapping the route, and publicizing the effort. When the day came we rode to Frederic in a bus and started walking home to Luck around 9 a.m. Mrs. Winchell drove along the route, stopping frequently to make sure we didn’t get run over or lost! If you’ve ever walked a long distance you know how boring it is, but there was always something to keep us busy along the way; kicking cans, waving to passing cars, running, skipping, walking backwards and of course, talking. The time passed quickly and by 11 o’clock most of us were at the 35 drive-in resting our sore feet and warming our noses. With a feeling of accomplishment we all went home...some to clean house...most to roll back in bed.

Mount Senario College

Mount Senario College brought us some fine entertainment on Nov. 6. The college from Ladysmith, brought a small choir and stage band. Calvin Teigs, an old Luck High Student, sang and played the trombone. Mr. Henry Faust, director of the choir gave us a variety of both old and modern songs. The concert Jazz Ensemble, led by Mr. Max M. Waits, played some inspiring music.

Of The Month

SONG: Burin’ Love
COUPLE: Jeff N. & Sharon J. or Robyn H. & Dallas O.
PARKING: (again??) (still).
FOOD: Sapavore Soup weeh anohoeves!!
CLOTHES: Little Old Short Sweaters.
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Beefs
No. 1 Beef

No. 1 BEEF: How come 99 percent of the Senior girls only exercised their mouths when it came to walking for the FHA?

Where's that active Cloveleaf stuff? Everyone agreed to help paint the new work room but how many of you showed up??

Annual staff needs more boys...some of you who continually complain about the lack of sports in our yearbook...here's your chance! Do something besides complain.

Hey janitors...the girls would like a waste bucket in the locker room and upstairs toilet.

Drama club members who were you on the night of October 26? A lot of you who signed up to go to Amery's school play never came; leaving the cost of the bus to the club. This kind of action could possibly mean no more trips. Is that what you want? (By the way, the play was pretty good!)

We certainly showed ourselves as responsible adults on Halloween night didn't we? A few pranks concerning toilet paper in the hallways, like window soaping is considered "all in fun" but when we damage public property it's considered vandalism. Did you know it costs our parents the tax payers 17 dollars to replace one stop sign? And it up...how many Hallooween's can we afford?

A bit of advice...Before you put yourself on the back; make sure your hands are clean.

Sports?

What's going to happen to Luck's gym and adjoining facilities in the future? Can't something be done about the caked on dirt on the gym walls, the scum in the shower rooms, and the condition of the gym floor.

The Luck taxpayers paid for and built a new gym. At the time it was by far the nicest one around, but due to the neglect it is now one of the poorest.

What can be done to tackle the problem of the gym floor? First of all it could be swept more than once a day, and even then it is a rare occasion. On more than one occasion I have seen Mr. Dolny doing the sweeping so he could have basketball practice. Second it could be sealed more than once (or maybe twice a year) if we have tournaments. Something is going to have to be done!

Beef Box

Kids neglect the facilities. It is because the gym and locker rooms are dirt-packed. I think if the hilly gym floor and showers were ever used by school officials it would be changed. P.S.-Pray no state inspectors come.

Status or Static?

"Did you see her? She was SO funny!" "I wonder if she made it home...he was really smashed." "Did your parents catch you? What did they say? You're grounded!!"

Every Monday the halls echo with phrases such as the ones above. The topic behind it all...weekend parties. Somehow, somewhere along the line, the idea of getting bombed every weekend is gaining popularity among Luck students. It used to be years ago, that only a few "creeps" got bombed but now only a few "squares" don't. A change in morals? Maybe. Sure, the times are changing; maybe parents are a little less strict, maybe school is a little tougher, but are these valid reasons for drinking at our age? The usual lame argument is "Everybody else does it and I don't want to be left out." Are we all that loyal to our friends and concerned about being "in"? This is a horribl example, but, would you jump off a cliff if everybody else was doing it? THINK ABOUT IT!!!!! Maybe, just maybe, it's time for some individualism.

Recently, the topic of many heated discussions in school is over our lack of privileges as students. "We want more free time, we DON'T want those stupid make-up slips, we want an open campus, we want a smoking lounge and a right to change school policies concerning everything from Homecoming floats to graduation robes. Quite a few demands on our part and they aren't but half of them. Do you really think we are qualified to speak out? Are we really the adults we think we are? Some old seniors would be 18 this year. (You'll all know in time for the party...Don't worry.) Are these legal adults what they claim to be? Are they really capable of handling themselves in adult situations like voting or are they only interested in the benefits of bar hopping?

Now there's a question for you...do you consider bar hopping beneficial? What about the "morning after"? Was the party the night before worth it or was it a hangover? Do you look forward to getting sick and heaving all over? Looking at the financial viewpoint...does it appeal to you to drink your money away? Maybe a few bucks every weekend doesn't hurt your piggy bank but what about those added expenses...like getting picked up for a traffic offense or having to tow away your totaled-out car? Is drinking worth all that? Is drinking worth a smashed windshield or crushed ribs? Is it more important than a person's life? Yours maybe?? I know you've heard all this a zillion times from speakers, parents, and the media...I just thought you'd like to know how one of your "squares" classmates feels about it. Maybe I'm just old fashioned but I hate to see our student body deteriorate from alcohol. The problem is getting worse all the time...trips will soon have to be eliminated from the school's agenda because booze is brought on the bus. Dance admittances have had to be ever-so-strict because of the drunks. After-school activities are plagued by 6 packs. Our football and basketball teams aren't the best they could be because of possible athletes...
Ed Gursky

ED GURSKY "Give the teachers all the trouble you can!" is the advice 17 yr. old Ed Gursky leaves us. 5'9" Ed has brown eyes, black hair and will celebrate his birthday on Jan 1. Ed would like to be V.P. for one day so he could turn all you convicts loose! His favorite class is shop; activity, basketball; food; hamburger! He doesn't like pie especially though. Ed says he must remember the food. After his most important day, which is the last day when he can get out of this prison, Ed plans to go on to school and become an electrician! His wish is for a new gym floor!! His main hobby is...plastics.

Diana Cruthers

DIANA CRUTHERS Born Dec. 20, Diana Cruthers is 17, 5'2" and has brown hair and eyes. Some of her favorites are shorthand, ice-cream, basketball, drawing, skating, snowmobiling, sewing and cooking. She's not too fond of lima beans. Diana would like to see an open campus at L.H.S. with no more make-up slips. She will miss Luck's parties and sitting in the hall at noon. The most important day of her senior year will be graduation. After graduation she's undecided about the future. She can't tell what she wishes for?!! She will most remember the day we got the trays to eat on !!! Her advice to underclassmen is "Keep smiling makes everyone wonder what you've been up to!!!!

Kevin Lucas

KEVIN LUCAS 6'2" Kevin Lucas was born Feb. 19 with brown hair and brown eyes. Seventeen years later, he likes Picadilly Po-tos and dislikes Ketchup, mayonnaise and lettuce sandwiches. Kevin will miss the lunches most at L.H.S. One change he would like to see is stereo in every room and a dancing bear for every student!!! His favorite class is study hall and his most important senior day hasn't come yet. After Kevin graduates, he plans to bum around the country. When he's gone, he'll most remember the people of Luck, but leave them with this bit of advice, "Don't go to class?!?!?" He thinks all school activities are O.K. His wish is for peace, and his major interest is Jesus!

Sue Davidson

SUE DAVIDSON Sue Davidson was born on July 29, 1955, which makes her 17 years old. She is 5'2½" tall, has blue eyes and blond hair. What Sue will really miss and remember the most about LHS is the kids. Something she would like to see changed in Luck is to have an open campus. Her favorite food is pizza and least favorite is liver. She likes football and Homecoming, and another activity that interests Sue is horseback riding. Sue's wish is not having to go in Senior Scrapbook. She would like to be Mr. Larson for one day just to see what it's like. The most important day in her senior year will be the day we don't have Senior Skip Day!!

Carol Johnson

CAROL JOHNSON Driving, snowmobiling, and going for walks are some of the things that interest Carol Johnson. She is 17, 5'2½" tall, has blond hair and blue eyes, and will celebrate her birthday Dec. 29. Her favorite food is pizza and least favorite is mushrooms. Her favorite school activity is track. Carol will miss the kids the most from LHS and will remember the changes that have taken place and how much fun it used to be to come to school. The changes she would like to see are more freedom in the study hall to do what you want because there aren't that many classes when you get to be a senior, and it's not too fun sitting in study hall with nothing to do. Also, she would like to see a stereo in study hall. Carol doesn't want to be anyone special, because it wouldn't be that great. She won't tell us what she would wish for because she only wishes on falling stars, and then it wouldn't come true. The most important day in her senior year will be graduation day. After graduation Carol plans on going into the Army or a cosmetology in Eau Claire. Her advice to underclassmen is don't let anyone tell you what to do!

Ann Mattson

ANNE MATTSON October 13 and 23, June 9, and New Years are very important dates to Anne Mattson. She is 5 feet tall, has blond hair and blue eyes, and was 17 years old on October 26. Her hobbies and interests are writing letters to Missouri, freaking people out, and drinking of course. Anne's favorite class is Health Occupations. She lists as her favorite food tacos, and least favorite as cranberries. Anne won't miss much about LHS but will remember the days when she didn't quite get here the most. She won't tell us what her wish is. Anne would like to be, for one day, someone that's really underprivileged, just to see what it's like. Her favorite school activity is basketball games, and says the basketball game at St. Croix will probably be the most important day in her senior year. After Anne has gotten married, which are her future plans, and she comes back to visit Luck High, the changes she would like to see are more "educational" trips. She has no advice to underclassmen, they have to learn for themselves.

Velma Buck

VELMA BUCK "Keep smiling cuz the time goes fast" is Velma Buck's advice to underclassmen. She is 17 years old, 5'2½" tall, and has brown hair and brown eyes. Her birthday is April 15. Velma's favorite class is Phy. Ed. with basketball games as her favorite school activity. Her least favorite food is liver; and she loves apples. Also she likes to bow and listen to records. Velma's one wish is for the world to be clean again with no pollution or litter. She would like to be someone tall for one day just to see what it's like. The most important day in Velma's senior year will be graduation day. She will miss the basketball and football games, and just seeing the kids. The changes Velma would like to see is more freedom in the school. After graduation Velma is planning on going to Rice Lake Vocational school for office practice.
Know Your Sport

Now that the basketball season is in full-swing, this is probably a good time to brush-up on some of basketball's more "Technical" terms. In an effort to clear up the meanings of these terms, we have asked Terry Darwin for some definitions. Here they are:

Team Player—a player who passes the ball to me.
Ball Hog—a player who wants me to pass the ball to him.
Monster—a player half an inch or more taller than me.
Little Man—a player shorter than me.
Referee—a blind idiot with an unreasoning hatred for me.
Defensive Star—a player who can't shoot.
Playmaker—everybody's friend (with a 2.4 point-per-game average).
Bad Pass—a pass that is thrown to me and I fumble it.
Fumble—another player's miff of my own perfect pass.
Switch—what you holler on defense when you have no idea where your man is.
Help Out—when I leave my man unguarded to get in the way of my teammate guarding the pivot man.
Clog the middle—two players helping out at once.
Good shot—any shot I can get off.
Bad shot—a shot taken by a teammate.

MYTHOLOGY NAMES
SUGRARYGMAITONNS
ISPOLICYCOLLOPAU
SCERYKJERADELTSTT
UBOALUTESPHDYIS
SNEMESISIMUMICTE
YAOPOAPSSUGPHTA
NITLONITEUSEZH
OTUHVEDGEELRNCRP
TSSOENOGITNAACADE
DENOYNRHEASEMRHE
CHIRONARETEMEDCA

32 names in all; submitted by Ed Gursky.

Hey You Out There!
How much dirt in a hole 2 ft. by 3 ft.? None you dummy!!!

Can't Win
If he's a poor student, they'll say he isn't tryin'.
If he has high marks, they'll claim he's dishonest.
If he gets extra credit, he's the teacher's pet.
If he needs extra credit, he can't get it.
If he takes Latin, they'll say that he's nuts.
If he doesn't, he doesn't have enough brains to pass it.
If he helps a teacher, it's for show.
If he doesn't, he's an unnamerly cuss.
If he's active in sports, some will say he's a sorry player.
If he doesn't take part in them, they'll call him a chicken.
If he shows his feelings for someone, he's said to be love sick.
If he cares for no one, he's a snob.
If he fails his grade, he is shunned in disgust.
If he passes in flying colors, he's branded a "brain" for life.
If he gets his lessons, they'll say he's helpful a friend.
If he doesn't, he's considered lazy.
If he studies really hard, they'll say he's crazy.
If he doesn't study, he's a bum.
So what's the use?...

HEY YOU OUT THERE!

Chemical Elements
RADIIUMMUTENINCETMS
CALCIUMMOPDIMAUOGO
FRANCIMUMUURUICIOAD
EMRMNNUNIBIAVLMIT
RUSUORERNLITEDCULU
MIEIRHDLOENLROLLITM
IDDNITBTTOEAABNUD
UITEIUYUADRECHIMO
MBCHCRLANTHANUMTUM
MUVRNNOESCNUISCECM
URANTIMUMYDOESARP
NNSNITCLRLAWRENCIUM
TIAMCFOOIFMUIBOINU
TLDOUGMPALLADIUMOIT
AVIRPAIPIPPENICKEL
LEUIUPHPECHLORINE
PRMLEADMURULLETDEH

45 names in all; submitted by Ed Gursky.
sitting in the stands drinking. Every weekend there are newcomers to the parties. Kids who have tried everything to be popular finally give in to the crowd’s demands. Are we doing our friends a favor? Is that beer we hand them a gesture we can look back on and be proud of? Don’t you realize that you are shaping your tomorrow TODAY???? When are you going to be big enough in character to say “no” to this self-destructive pass time? Why don’t you grow up and throw away that bottle! When will you be willing to give up the status among your friends and put up a little static?

Concerned Classmate

December Birthdays

Freshmen
Virginia Carrier Dec. 9
Jeff Hawkins Dec. 12
Renee Jorgenson Dec. 19
Joyce Walker Dec. 23

Sophomores
Julie Foerst Dec. 8
Joyce Mattson Dec. 9
Kenny Colton Dec. 19
Dean Lundstrom Dec. 19
Cindy Giller Dec. 26
John Jensen Dec. 30

Juniors
Linda Colton Dec. 3
Lucinda Harvey Dec. 4
Rocky Cook Dec. 8
Debra Anderson Dec. 8
Karla Bille Dec. 9

Seniors
Jackie Moslet Dec. 2
Peggy Dueholm Dec. 6
Baynard Bille Dec. 6
Rick Giller Dec. 10
Rande Giller Dec. 10
Richard Hutton Dec. 16

NIXON IS RE-ELECTED
Tuesday night, November 7th, everyone was home watching the 1972 Presidential Election. Candidates were George McGovern and Richard Nixon. Nixon was re-elected by a wide margin. McGovern must just be too honest for politics. I hope we won’t have to regret the decision that was made in 1972.

Anger is one small letter removed from danger.

Creuzing Around
What’s this I hear about the announcements of October 25 reading “The social problems are in the cities” ...

Boy, someone goofed! Have any of you noticed the signs around Little Butternut Lake proclaiming “No Pinicking”??? Is “pinicking”???

I heard the Democrats are demanding equal representation in primary reading books. They claim Dick has run long enough...now they want to “See George run.”

Is anyone interested in forming a ski club? How about all you guitar players...would you like to get together once in awhile? Let me know.

Miss Berg says she’d like some more boys participating in the next school play. What’s wrong with the guys in this school? Surrounding schools have great turnouts when it comes to acting. By not participating are you telling us you’re not capable? I can’t believe that! Not Lucky boys!!!!

Calendar of Events

November
23-24, Deer hunting vacation
27, Freshman BB at Grantsburg
30, Lyceum at 12:30 (tentative)

December
1, B.B. game with Grantsburg, here. Pepfest at 3:25, Barron County Swing Singers Lyceum at 1:15.
8, B.B. game, Luck at Osceola
14, Christmas Tea
15, B.B. game Luck at St. Croix
17, Christmas Concert
19, B.B. game, Webster at Luck
21, Vacation starts at 12:30, Christmas Dance at 8:30 “Orbits” will be playing.

January
3, School reconvenes.

Too many open minds should be closed for repairs.

Horoscopes

SCORPIO: This is your month to shine?!
SAGITTARIUS: Take it easy...trouble’s ahead.
CAPRICORN: Smile everything’s going to be O.K.
AQUARIUS: Take extra-special care of the one you love this month.
PISCES: This is the month to be the leader of the pack.
ARIES: Take careful step...someone’s following you.
TAURUS: Along with the soft snow comes a sweet romance.
GEMINI: Time to weed out old values and replace them with new, better ideas.
CANCER: Relax this month and let someone else be the leader.
LEO: Let your fantasy go wild.
VIRGO: Your life is taking on drastic changes.
LIBRA: Your life is taking on drastic changes too!?!?

Radio Workshop

On Saturday, October 29th, nine students started from the school at 6:30 in the morning for the University of Wisconsin at Superior. They were going there for the radio & TV workshop being held there. First, we all got name tags and went into the TV studio where we had a talk with the director of the program, who told us what we would be doing. Next, our students went up to the radio studio where we got to be disc jockeys and news reporters. We made a tape of this. After lunch, it was our turn to be in the TV studios. Here some of us got to be camera men while others were the actors. We also made a video-tape of this. One of these days you will see and hear our efforts.

Mrs. Vilstrup

Most of the students have seen a new face in the office. She is our new Secretary, Mrs. Vilstrup (or Micky.) Before she had this position she worked as a housewife and mother to one of the fellow occupants of the Luck High School!!

Songs

Fred Is Dead - Mr. J. Alfred Olsen after 5th hour biology class with R.R. & J.H.
Where Is the Love? What some of the Senior girls have been wondering lately.
Help! Mr. Larson’s reactions when M.C. enters his office.
We’ve Only Just Begun what J.L. says to L.B. when she says, “it’s time to go home now.”
Teenagers In Love - Terry R., Laura B., Sherri K., Carol B...those silly Freshman girls?????

Thanksgiving

Thanksgiving is a time for joy.
Which comes once every year.
When it is cold and bitter,
We know it’s drawing near.

They celebrated this great day,
A long, long time ago,
When Pilgrims came upon this land;
I’m sure that we all know.

We know that many of them died
In hardships they could not bear,
The first little child born on this land
Was named Virginia Dare.

And now you know why we are glad
To have this happy day;
It started all when people came
From a country far away.
Gussie Andrews

Freshmen Theorem

To prove: A freshman isn’t worth two cents.
1. A freshman is a baby.
2. A baby is a crier.
3. A crier is a messenger.
4. A messenger is one sent.
5. Once cent is not worth two cents.

Therefore: A freshman isn’t worth two cents.
How Would You Spend The First Thanksgiving With The Pilgrims?
Jeanne L. - inspecting car seats.
Sherri K. - preparing for Saturday nights!!
Bobby L. - staying home. 
Jody C. - sitting home watching television.
Rita S. and Kay A. - waiting for someone from Cumberland to drop-in.
John L. - playing basketball...what else??????
John J. - playing TOUCH football with the girls!!!!
Carol B. - I don't!!!!!!!
Aaron L. - working at the stay-in?
Marigen C. - a little here, a little there.
Mick - I don't know half the time.
Cindy G. - with Mick, not knowing what I'm doing!!!
Julie S. - I refuse to answer on the grounds that it might incriminate me.
Rocky C. - at Rick's house.
Rick G. - at Rocky's house.
Kris - Waiting....
Mr. Pacyna - Do you really want to know????
Dean the Dream - with friends????????????
Paul P. - setting traps???
Oops! The real question was, "How do you spend your Friday nights?"

What If...
Danny B. stuffed all his food in his cup at lunch.
Dawn H. made it home on her birthday without a hanky.
Ann M. didn't have so much fun in cars every weekend. (Cushing)
Lee M. could control himself.
Rick D. didn't leave love letters in tapercorder boxes.
Brian O. came to school for a whole day.
Dallas O. didn't have sticky fingers.
Faye H. had soapy windows.
Luck High didn't have two chesters (B.M. and C.C.)
Emmy S. didn't have???
Marie and Dan got a divorce.

Via The Grapevine
R.C. - do you like writing on the Atlas Garage?
Moe and Joyce: Who are you running from?
Who's the latest CB? D.T. - are you being two-times? Is he K.B.?????
What's the latest between S.K. and R.L.? Oh well the yo-yo keeps on turning.
Does N.E. always invite people to birthday parties??
We are real pleased to see all of our seniors so intellectually fruitful from their college days!!!
B.O. do you really have basketball practice on Fridays??
Where have all the parties gone???
Dawn H - what should you do??
If anyone has any doubt about the window graffiti, just ask M.B.? right Mark ?!
Carol J. - Does Punky from Eau Claire ring a bell???
Will the fight over a blue and white Nova?
Hear about the new hair conditioner? "Shaving Cream."
Why don't any kids ever hang around Phils?????

What Do You Want For Your Thanksgiving Treat?
Debbie A - Strawberry Hill.
Dawn H. - M.
Jacky M. - a kiss.
Rande - A chicken with nothing on it.
Kevin - A chicken with a lot on it.
Robyn - to go hunting.
Cassi - 120 foot fire tower.
Rocky - Chicken delight with cranberries or censored.
Debbie K. - Something different.
Joel - Another piece of pizza, right Lee?
Sonie - an early Christmas present.
Laura - a new pair of shoes.
Linda L. - a lot of dressing.

Better to be silent and be thought a fool than to open your mouth and remove all doubt.

Basketball Predictions
1. Luck 3. Frederic
2. Amery 6. Unity
3. Webster 7. Osceola
1. Luck Luck will be very difficult to beat this year, due to 4 of the 5 starters back from last year. Luck will be well rounded with no one doing all the scoring. They will have much help with rebounding this year with another fine senior prospect Robert Larson. Look for a lot of running and pressing.
2. Amery Amery will give Luck a run for their money with their exceptional height. They will be headed by 6'9" sophomore Alan Rudder with help from 6'7" Stanly Peterson. If they find at least 1 guard they will be on top.
3. Webster Webster, coming off a fine football season will be trying to conquer the basketball world. They have all starters back and were tough at the end of last season. They will be built around 6'3" Don Taylor and a fine set of guards.
4. St. Croix St. Croix will be mostly a Junior team with only 1 or 2 seniors worth mentioning. They will be undoubtably a pressing and running team and may lack the scoring. Look for them to spring a few upsets.
5. Frederic Frederic will be trying to get into a winning season after a couple disappointing years. The Vikings will be built around Senior sensation Bruce Carlson with all the other spots being filled with little experienced roundballers. They will be well disciplined and will have the overall talent. One of their wild surprises may be big David Grindell.
6. Unity The Eagles will be having a "rebuildance" year after loosing all the stars off last year's winning team. Unity could be the dark horse of the conference with a couple of fine seniors. Look for a few upsets by the Eagles towards the end of the season.
7. Osceola Don't expect too much from the Chieftains this year. They lost almost everything through graduation. They may be tough to beat on their home-floor but we can't see how they will come up with another winner this season.
8. Grantsburg Grantsburg will be a young team trying to have a better season than the previous. With a new Coach they can only hope to win a couple of games, but may be tough in the future. They have only one way to go and that's up.

Seniors’ Outlook
On Basketball
Robert L. - If the boys really devote themselves to the game, we will be contenders for the conference trophies as such.
Mike D. - I am not available for comment.
Barry M. With out great speed and agility we will blow 'em off the court.
Briart - We'll finish on top with our ability.
Rande G. - I don't think nothing.
Rick G. - If we score more points than the other teams, we'll have a good season.
Lynn T. - Should be good, we should go to state.
Alan N. - Short and Simple

Hunting Season
Starting on November 18 all the people will have their guns polished up and ready to go after the buck they have been feeding. The young hunters will be skipping school just to carry a gun and refreshments, the older hunters will be warming up their stoves and practicing their deer stories. The hunting season will be opened up and the skunks and porcupines chased out of the beds. This time of the year is for enjoyment and fun but also to be sensible with your weapon.